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2024 Grand Design Reflection 312BHTS $78,921
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Description 2024 Grand Design Reflection 312BHTS, Grand Design Reflection travel trailer
312BHTS highlights: Private Bunkhouse Fireplace Two Hutches Kitchen Island
Premium Congoleum Flooring Outside Kitchen Solar Package Finding the perfect
trailer for a larger group is simple, take a look at this one for your next RV! The
rear bunkhouse might be the first reason you fall in love because of the slide out
with a flip bunk above a tri-fold sofa, the second bunk bed on the opposite side
and storage below, and the large rear window for great views. The outside
kitchen might be another reason allowing you to enjoy the outdoors while
providing meals for everyone, and/or the inside gourmet kitchen with a 16 cu. ft.
refrigerator, an island, and two hutches. Everyone can gather together and relax
on the theatre seating with cupholders and the booth dinette or choose a free
standing dinette option, and to visit or watch the 40" LED HDTV with fireplace
below. The full bathroom includes a space savings sliding door and linen storage,
and the bedroom gives you a front walk-around queen bed with storage for your
clothes on each side, plus there is an additional wardrobe with drawers and the
option to add a washer/dryer to the prepped space. With any Reflection travel
trailer by Grand Design, you will have a solar panel for off-grid camping and a 50
amp charge controller and inverter prep, a Universal All-In-One Docking Station,
unobstructed pass-through storage, and nitrogen filled radial tires. Some other
top features include the 30" stainless steel microwave, the maximum 7-foot
headroom, and the ductless heating system with no vents in the floor to collect
debris. Each is constructed of gel coat exterior sidewalls, residential 5" truss
rafters, walk-on roof decking, a fiberglass and radiant foil roof and front cap
insulation plus laminated aluminum framed side walls, roof and end walls in slide
rooms. Choose luxury, value, and towability over all the others, take home a
Reflection of your good taste! 16 CU. FT. 12V REFRIGERATOR; 2ND A/C 15K BTU
DUCTED; 370W SOLAR PANEL UPGRADE; BOOTH DINETTE; CURT AXLES W/ABS;
DEALER DISCOUNT; GOODYEAR TIRES; REFLECTION TT ARCTIC 4-SEASONS
PROTECTION PKG; REFLECTION TT PEACE OF MIND PKG; REFLECTION TT
SOLAR PKG; REFLECTION TT ULITMATE POWER PKG; RVIA SEAL; SAFERIDE RV
ROADSIDE ASSISTANCE

Basic information Year: 2024
Stock Number: 41078
VIN Number: 573TR3720R3347375
Condition: New
Length: 37
GVW: 11295
Sleeps: 7
Slideouts: 3

Item address , Farmington, Arkansas, United States
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